
Increase your production of 
the indicated commodity.

Move the depicted 
commodity indicator 
1 notch to the right.

Increase the ore production 
deck by the amount shown.

Increase the population 
deck by the amount shown.

Take the top mining 
technology tile and play 
it as though it were a free 
mine (including free miner). 

Flip over the current 
St. Barbara tile and 
increase taxes.

Gain / lose the indicated amount of 
reputation.

Immediately score the indicated 
points.

Take the depicted action for free.

Claim a plot anywhere in Kutná Hora 
for free.

Take 2 Mine actions for free 
(including free miners).

Take 2 Income actions (with 2 chances 
to add a patrician).

Remove the leftmost house token 
(with no effect) from any row of your 
board to increase production in that 
row by 2.

For each of your buildings, gain 
1 reputation for each public building 
next to it.

Add a patrician to the council for free 
and directly from the bank.

Choose 1 of your buildings and 
score 1 point for each adjacent dot it 
matches.

GUILD BUILDINGSGUILD BUILDINGS

MINE AND BUILDING EFFECTSMINE AND BUILDING EFFECTSST. BARBARA EFFECTSST. BARBARA EFFECTS

PUBLIC BUILDINGSPUBLIC BUILDINGS

Immediately score the 
indicated points.

Gain the indicated 
amount of reputation.

Take the indicated number 
of pelican tokens.

Increase taxes by the 
indicated amount.

Move the depicted patrician 
token from the bank to 
the patrician pool.

Remove 1 house from your 
player board. (It must be 
the leftmost house in its 
row. Ignore its effect.)



PATRICIAN SCORINGPATRICIAN SCORING

FINAL SCORINGFINAL SCORING

ACTIONSACTIONS

PLAYER BOARDPLAYER BOARD

MINE. Can pay  to refill pool with 2 miners. Draw mines, choose 1. 
Choose square on entrance (pay   ) or beside or below mine 
(pay highest cost shown on neighboring mine). Mark with miner.

RIGHTS. Choose a building tile. Pay column cost. Take tile. Move stack 
to end. You can take only your guilds or public buildings.

PLOT. If you can, claim a plot beside a building. Pay cost (highest cost, 
if multiple buildings). If no such building, claim anywhere for 5. If your 
reputation is 3 or more, cost is always 1.

BUILDING. Take back plot marker and place building tile. Pay   cost. 
Resolve effects. If a guild, mark with house, resolve house effect.

INCOME. Take groschen based on all your income markers. You may pay 
10 to move a patrician from the pool to the council.

ST. BARBARA. Use 1 . Resolve the effect of the current St. Barbara 
tile. (Ignore tax increase.) Turn tile face down.

JOKER. Lose 1 reputation unless your reputation is 6 or more. Then 
perform one of the actions above.

Kutná Hora: Each of your buildings 
gives you  for each adjacent dot 
it matches.

Mines: Score points based on the 
stars in each row.

Income:  / 10 groschen

Reputation: Score the points shown 
on your reputation track.

Extras:  for each unbuilt 
building tile you have, each plot 
marker in Kutná Hora, and each 
unused .

At reputation 3 or more, claiming a plot costs you only 1 groschen.

At reputation 6 or more, using a joker doesn’t cost you reputation.

Take a public building tile for free (and move its stack to the end).

For each of your buildings, gain 
1 point for each public building next 
to it. 

For each pair of used pelican tokens, 
gain 3 points.

Gain 2 points if you have 1 mine in 
each row. (Or 4 points for 2.)

For each emptied column of houses 
on your board, gain 3 points.


